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VideoProc Converter AI
An AI-generative Video Enhancer and Converter software

This program is the optimal solution for those who want to enhance old/SD/ low-quality / low-resolution videos & photos; create smoother video with AI-generated realistic 
higher FPS; convert large/4K/HD/DVD video, edit, compress, download, and record with GPU acceleration.

System Requirements for Utilizing AI Tools: 
Windows OS: Microsoft Windows 7/8/8.1/10/11 or later (32-bit and 64-bit versions supported)

Hard Disk Space: 1GB       
RAM: 2GB (Minimum)
Graphic: please make sure your graphic card is compatible with Vulkan 1.2.x or later.

AI features for Mac is coming soon.

Note: AI-driven video enhancement algorithms often demand significant computational power, exceeding the requirements of standard video conversion and processing tasks. VideoProc
Converter takes full advantage of GPU acceleration, empowering AI models to execute more computations per unit of time. This leads to faster processing times when compared to similar 
tools available in the market. Please be aware that processing times can vary depending on your computer's performance and the capabilities of your graphics card.
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VideoProc Converter        Super Resolution

Super Resolution in VideoProc is capable of restoring and enhancing blurry, noisy, grainy, old, 
and low-quality/resolution videos, DVDs and photos. It can scale up media by 2X/3X/4X, and 
enlarge it to HD/4K/8K at most while delivering a natural result without noticeable artifacts 
and detail loss. Powered by up-to-date and well-trained AI models, the AI-generative video 
upscaling technology is specially made for reality and anime videos and images.

Why Choose VideoProc?

• Faster speed. It is built with real-time Super Resolution, dynamically adjusts the GPU 
memory footprint to achieve the best efficiency.

• Be able to deal with poor quality media while retaining the best video quality. e.g. classic 
MVs/films, antiquated camera footage, vintage DVD/VHS/DV recordings, Blu-ray video, 
1080i video, or analog video, screen records, online streaming, videos & images generated 
with MidJourney, DALL-E, etc.

• Enlarge by 400% max, even 360p videos to 4K. Some enhancers only support 200% .
• Optimized even for dynamic, high-speed sports footage, high fps, or high-motion footage.
• Keep details of skins, fabrics, faces, bodies, and edges.

More on Super Resolution: 
https://www.videoproc.com/video-converting-software/feature-ai-super-resolution.htm
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This Frame Interpolation tool uses deep learning to boost low-FPS video to high FPS. 
Adding 2x-5x new frames into the source video, it helps everyone to create 20x super 
smooth slow-mo, revive old footage to 4K 60FPS, unify mixed frame rate for post-
production, and can be combined with other AI art tools to create morphing effects.

Why Choose VideoProc?
• Support detecting dramatic scene change, and offer the option to skip interpolation 

when two adjacent frames are in different scenes, thus avoiding unnatural artifacts.
• Add visual smoothness to your cherished footages, like family memories. Create 

epic slow-motion like magic, instead of buy a high-speed camera.
• Tailored for Action and sports videos, travel vlogs, music videos, event recordings, 

creating smooth slow motion, etc.

More on Frame Interpolation: 
https://www.videoproc.com/video-converting-software/feature-ai-frame-
interpolation.htm
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The AI stabilization tool makes it easy to eliminate unwanted shaky video clips from your GoPro, phone, drone, and handheld camera with GPU-
accelerated speed, controllable cropping ratios, and precise fine-tuning. It tries to keep highest balance among quality, speed and crop ratio. To 
meet users’ different needs, it offers four presets: Best Stability,  Fastest, Balanced and Minimum Crop.  This tool also enables you to change 
Border Color and Crop Type. Tailored for equipment jitter, motion shake, handheld shake, shadow jitter, and low-light wobbles.

Why Choose VideoProc?
• Correct wobbling in vertical and horizontal videos, akin to tripod usage.
• Maintain different settings for various shaky videos when batch stabilizing.
• Preview original and stabilized videos in real-time after adjust parameters.
• Choose video tracks from multitrack videos and adjust GOP for further editing.
• Focus on stabilizing videos only, and avoid effects conflicts that may arise in some editing software.

More on AI Stabilization: 
https://www.videoproc.com/video-converting-software/feature-ai-stabilization.htm
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It is also well known as one-stop video processing software for both PC and Mac to convert, compress and process large 4K/HDR videos, audios, and DVDs easily at a fully 
accelerated speed. Maximize video processing efficiency, fully powered by Intel QSV, NVIDIA CUDA/NVENC, AMD GPUs, and Apple M1/M2 (Pro/Max/Ultra). It is the best 

video converter that works with MP4 (H.264/HEVC), 4K/8K, 10-bit, and HDR videos. Get reviewed and recommended by over 200 authority sites. 

More Features of  VideoProc Converter 

Convert
Make Your Videos Playable on Any 

Platforms and Devices

Learn more >

Edit

Simple yet Powerful 

Screen Recorder
Learn more >

Compress
Resize 4K and Large Videos for 

Uploading SNS without Quality Loss

Learn more >

Download Any Video Audio for 

Further Use

Learn More >

29+ Quick-Edit Tools - Process Videos 
for Storage, Sharing, or Further 

Creation

Learn More >
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